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THE EXPECTED NUMBER OF 3D VISIBILITY EVENTS IS LINEAROLIVIER DEVILLERSy, VIDA DUJMOVICz, HAZEL EVERETTx, XAVIER GOAOCx ,SYLVAIN LAZARDx, HYEON-SUK NA{, AND SYLVAIN PETITJEANxAbstrat. In this paper, we show that, amongst n uniformly distributed unit balls in R3, theexpeted number of maximal non-oluded line segments tangent to four balls is linear. Using ourtehniques we show a linear bound on the expeted size of the visibility omplex, a data strutureenoding the visibility information of a sene, providing evidene that the storage requirement for thisdata struture is not neessarily prohibitive. These results signiantly improve the best previouslyknown bounds of O(n8=3) [11℄.Our results generalize in various diretions. We show that the linear bound on the expetednumber of maximal non-oluded line segments that are not too lose to the boundary of the seneand tangent to four unit balls extends to balls of various but bounded radii, to polyhedra of boundedaspet ratio, and even to non-fat 3D objets suh as polygons of bounded aspet ratio. We also provethat our results extend to other distributions suh as the Poisson distribution. Finally, we indiatehow our probabilisti analysis provides new insight on the expeted size of other global visibility datastrutures, notably the aspet graph.Key words. omputational geometry, 3D visibility, visual events, visibility omplex, probabilis-ti analysis, expeted omplexity.AMS subjet lassiations. 68U05, 60D051. Introdution. Visibility omputations are entral in omputer graphis ap-pliations. Computing the limits of the umbra and penumbra ast by an area lightsoure, identifying the set of blokers between any two polygons and determining theview from a given point are examples of visibility queries that are essential for therealisti rendering of 3D senes. In global illumination algorithms, where the owof light in a sene is simulated aording to the laws of geometrial optis, visibilityomputations are exessively ostly. In fat, more than half of the overall omputationtime an routinely be spent on visibility queries in radiosity simulations [13℄.One approah to speeding up rendering is to store global visibility informationin a data struture whih an then be eÆiently queried. The visibility omplex, apartition of the set of maximal free line segments, has been proposed as a unieddata struture enoding the visibility information of a sene [23℄ and has been usedfor rendering purposes [11℄. Other related data strutures inlude Pellegrini's ray-shooting struture [20℄, the aspet graph [22℄ and the visual hull [14℄; see [8℄ for areent survey.One problem with these types of data strutures whih may prevent their applia-tion in pratie is their potentially enormous size; the size of the visibility omplex ofa set of n triangles in R3 is (n4) in the worst ase [11℄, whih is prohibitive even forsenes of relatively modest size. Worst-ase examples are somewhat artiial and in-deed Durand, Drettakis and Pueh [9℄ provide empirial evidene indi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2 DEVILLERS, DUJMOVIC, EVERETT, GOAOC, LAZARD, NA, PETITJEANworst-ase upper bounds are largely pessimisti in pratial situations; they observea quadrati growth rate, albeit for rather small senes. In 2D, while the worst-aseomplexity of the visibility omplex is quadrati, experimental results strongly sug-gest that the size of the visibility omplex of a sene onsisting of sattered trianglesis linear [4℄.Our goal is to provide theoretial evidene to support these observations. Tothis end we investigate the expeted size of the visibility omplex, or equivalently, theexpeted number of visibility events, ourring in senes in R3 . A visibility event isa ombinatorial hange in the view of a moving observer; suh an event ours whenthe viewing diretion beomes tangent to some objets. For sets of onvex objets ingeneral position in R3 , the viewing diretion an be tangent to at most four objets.Visibility events thus orrespond to maximal non-oluded line segments tangent toat most four objets; ombinatorially dierent visibility events orrespond to the faesof the visibility omplex.In this paper we prove that the expeted number of maximal non-oluded linesegments tangent to four balls, amongst n uniformly distributed unit balls in R3 , islinear. This improves the previously known upper bound of O(n8=3) by Durand et al.who proved the more general result that the expeted number of (possibly oluded)lines tangent to four balls is O(n8=3) for the same model [11℄. The intuition behindour proof is that, given a line segment tangent to four balls, the probability thatthis segment is not oluded by any other ball is the probability that a ylinder-likevolume of radius 1 about the segment is free from the enters of the other balls.This probability deays roughly exponentially fast with the length of the segment,yielding the result. Using our tehniques we then show a linear bound on the expetedsize of the visibility omplex of n uniformly distributed unit balls in R3 . A simpleomputation then provides us with the same result for the Poisson distribution.Our results generalize in the following ways. We show that, for ertain typesof visibility events, the linear bound also applies to balls of various but boundedradii, to polyhedral objets enlosed between two onentri balls of xed radius, andeven to non-fat objets suh as polygons, enlosed between two onentri irles ofxed radius, whose enters and normals are uniformly distributed. For the remainingtypes of visibility events (namely those ourring lose to the boundary of the sene{ see Setion 7.3 for the details), we prove only an O(n2) bound, whih is still animprovement over the bound by Durand et al. [11℄.Of ourse objets in graphis senes are seldom distributed uniformly or aordingto a Poisson point proess. We hose this model beause it allows tratable proofsof theoretial results. This is important in a ontext where there are few rigorousresults either theoretial or experimental. The same model, albeit with signiantsimplifying assumptions, has also been used to study the average omplexity of rayshooting [25, 26℄ and olusion ulling for 2D urban senes [18℄. It is interesting to notethat Szirmay-Kalos et al. [25℄, after establishing bounds on the average omplexity ofray shooting in senes onsisting of unit balls distributed aording to a Poisson pointproess, tested their algorithms on a small number of realisti senes. The results theyobtain are onsistent with those predited by the theoretial results thus providingsome evidene that the model is helpful. No other model has been widely aepted bythe graphis ommunity and, in fat, generating meaningful random senes usable fortesting algorithms is a major problem. (Note that rather than attempting to generaterandom senes, an alternative approah, whih has been used to study the averageomplexity of ray shooting, is to x the sene and randomly distribute the rays; see,
THE EXPECTED NUMBER OF VISIBILITY EVENTS IS LINEAR 3Worst-ase Expetedpossibly oluded lines amongst unit balls (n4) O(n 83 ) [11℄free lines amongst unit balls 
(n2) [?℄, O(n3+) [1℄ (n) [?℄free lines amongst disjoint homotheti polytopes 
(n3) [3℄ ?free segments amongst unit balls 
(n2) [?℄, O(n4) (n)[?℄free segments amongst arbitrary sized balls 
(n3) [6℄, O(n4) ?visibility omplex of unit balls 
(n2) [?℄, O(n4) (n) [?℄Table 1.1. Known bounds on the omplexity of the set of lines, free lines or maximal free linesegments tangent to 4 amongst n objets. The expeted omplexities are alulated for the uniformdistribution. The results referened by ? are established in this paper.for example, [2℄.)Previous results on this topi inlude those that bound the number of lines andthe number of free (i.e., non-oluded) lines amongst dierent sets of objets. Theyare summarized in Table 1.1. Agarwal, Aronov and Sharir [1℄ showed an upper boundof O(n3+) on the omplexity of the spae of line transversals of n balls by studyingthe lower envelope of a set of funtions. A study of the upper envelope of the sameset of funtions yields the same upper bound on the number of free lines tangent tofour balls [6℄. Agarwal et al. [1℄ also showed a lower bound on the omplexity of thespae of line transversals of n balls of 
(n3) for arbitrarily sized balls and 
(n2) forunit sized balls. De Berg, Everett and Guibas [3℄ showed a 
(n3) lower bound onthe number of free lines (and thus free segments) tangent to four amongst n disjointhomotheti onvex polyhedra. Reently, Devillers and Ramos [6℄ presented a simple
(n3) lower bound on the number of free segments tangent to 4 amongst n arbitrarilysized balls, whih also holds for non-interseting balls. We also present a simple 
(n2)lower bound on the number of free segments tangent to 4 amongst n unit balls.In the next setion we arefully dene the problem and state our main results. InSetion 3 and Setion 4 we prove the expeted upper and lower linear bounds on thenumber of free segments tangent to four balls. In Setion 5 we extend this result tothe visibility omplex. We present in Setion 6 a 
(n2) worst-ase lower bound. InSetion 7 we disuss extensions of our results to some other models. We onlude inSetion 8.2. Our model and results. We rst desribe our objets and their distribution.Let n 2 N and  be a positive onstant. A sample sene onsists of n unit radiusballs B1; : : : ; Bn whose enters p1; : : : ; pn are independently hosen from the uniformdistribution over a universal ball U of radius R entered at O. Sine we distributethe enters pi over U , the balls Bi may interset eah other and are ontained in theball, denoted U+, whose radius is R+ 1 and whose enter is that of U .We dene the radius R of the universal ball U to be a funtion of n satisfying(2.1) R3 = n=:The onstant  reets the density of the balls in the sense that the expeted numberof enters lying in any given solid of volume V in the universe is 34V . (The modelis interesting only if n is asymptotially proportional to R3. Indeed, if nR3 tends toinnity when n tends to innity, then the universe gets entirely lled up with ballsand visibility events only our in U+ n U . Conversely, if nR3 tends to zero when ntends to innity, then the balls get sattered so far apart that the probability thatany four (or three) balls have a ommon tangent goes to zero.)
4 DEVILLERS, DUJMOVIC, EVERETT, GOAOC, LAZARD, NA, PETITJEANWe now dene the visibility omplex of a set of objets [23℄. A free or non-oludedsegment is a line segment that does not interset the interior of any objet. A freesegment is maximal if it is not properly ontained in another one. Thus, the endpointsof a maximal free segment are either on an objet or at innity. We say that twomaximal free segments are similar if their endpoints lie on the same objets (possiblyat innity). The visibility omplex of a olletion of objets is roughly dened asthe partition of the spae of maximal free segments into onneted omponents ofsimilar segments1. Its faes have dimension between 0 and 4; when the objets arein adequate general position, a k-dimensional fae orresponds to a onneted set ofsimilar maximal non-oluded line segments tangent to 4  k objets.In order to bound the total number of faes of the visibility omplex, we rstbound the number of 0-faes. To do this, we ount the T4-segments, whih are thefree segments tangent to 4 balls with endpoints on two of those balls. Sine there is aone-to-one orrespondene between 0-faes and T4-segments when the objets are inadequate general position, this yields a bound on the expeted number of verties ofthe visibility omplex. Note that sine the balls are ontained in U+, the T4-segmentsare also ontained in U+.Our main result is the following.Theorem 2.1. The expeted number of T4-segments amongst n uniformly dis-tributed unit balls is (n).We extend this result to the higher dimensional faes of the omplex.Theorem 2.2. The expeted size of the visibility omplex of n uniformly dis-tributed unit balls is (n).We also present an 
(n2) worst-ase lower bound on the number of T4-segmentsamongst n unit balls in R3 (see Proposition 6.1). In fat the lower bound holds forthe number of k-faes of the visibility omplex, for all k between 0 and 4.3. The expeted number of T4-segments is at most linear. The generalidea behind the proof of the upper bound of Theorem 2.1 is the following. For anyordered hoie of four balls, we bound from above the probability that a line is tangentto these balls in the given order and is not oluded in between its ontat points withthe balls. Then we sum these probabilities over all ordered quadruples of balls andall potential tangent lines to these balls.For any two points p and q, and positive real number , let H(p; q; ) denote theunion of all the balls of radius  entered on the line segment pq (see Figure 3.1). Werst show that a line is tangent to four balls Bi, Bj , Bk and Bl in that order only if pjand pk are in H (pi; pl; 2). Thus the volume of H (pi; pl; 2) \ U gives an upper boundon the probability that a line tangent to the four balls, in the given order, exists.We next show that a segment tangent to four balls Bi, Bj , Bk and Bl in thatorder, at points ti, tj , tk and tl, respetively, is not oluded if and only if the entersof all remaining balls are outside or on the boundary of H (ti; tl; 1). The volume ofU n H (ti; tl; 1) gives an upper bound on the probability that the tangent segmentis not oluded. Thus, to get an upper bound on that probability, we need a lowerbound on the volume of H (ti; tl; 1) \ U .To bound the probability that a T4-segment exists, we integrate over the distanebetween pi and pl, and over the distane from pi to the boundary of the universe U .1Formally, we onsider the spae of free segments quotiented by the equivalene relation that isthe transitive and reexive losure of the inlusion. In other words, two free segments are identiedif they are both ontained in the same maximal free segment. This allows the ells of the partitionto be onneted.
THE EXPECTED NUMBER OF VISIBILITY EVENTS IS LINEAR 5This integral is split into three parts overing the ases where(i) Bi and Bl are lose to one another,(ii) at least one of Bi and Bl is entirely inside the universe,(iii) Bi and Bl are not lose to one another and both are partially outside theuniverse.In eah ase we over-estimate the volume of H (pi; pl; 2) \ U and under-estimate thevolume of H (ti; tl; 1) \ U . We apply the same general proof tehnique in eah ofthe three ases. While Case (ii) illustrates the main idea behind the proof (Case (i)being a simplied version), extending this idea to Case (iii) is tehnially hallengingbeause of the diÆulties aused by the boundary of the universe.3.1. Denitions. Let N be the set of ordered 4-tuples (i; j; k; l) hosen fromf1; 2; : : : ; ng suh that i; j; k; l are pairwise distint. In our model, the probabilitythat four enters are ollinear is zero, so we may assume that any set of four ballsadmits at most 12 real ommon tangent lines [5, 15℄. Moreover, the real ommontangent lines orrespond to the real solutions of a degree 12 system of equations. Forany set of four balls we order arbitrarily the 12 solutions of the assoiated system.Given four balls Bi, Bj , Bk and Bl, we denote by L!i;j;k;l, for ! in f1; : : : ; 12g, theevent that the !th solution of the system is real, that the orresponding real tangentline is tangent to the four balls Bi, Bj , Bk and Bl in that order, and that pi is notloser than pl to the boundary of U . Whenever L!i;j;k;l ours, we denote the pointsof tangeny of that line on Bi, Bj , Bk, Bl by ti, tj , tk, tl, respetively. Let Æ!i;j;k;l bethe event that L!i;j;k;l ours and the line segment titl is not oluded. Notie thatif Æ!i;j;k;l ours, the balls Bi; Bj ; Bk; Bl dene a T4-segment, and that a T4-segmentorresponds to a unique Æ!i;j;k;l.Let xi;l be the random variable representing the distane from pi to pl, and yi(resp. yl) be the random variable denoting the distane from pi (resp. pl) to theboundary of the universe.In the sequel, a random point p denotes a point hosen from the uniform distri-bution over U .3.2. The Proof. There is a one-to-one orrespondene between the T4-segmentsand the events Æ!i;j;k;l that our. We thus have the following straightforward lemma.Lemma 3.1. The expeted number of T4-segments amongst n uniformly dis-tributed unit balls is X(i;j;k;l)2N 12X!=1Pr(Æ!i;j;k;l):We bound the probability Pr(Æ!i;j;k;l) by integrating over the distane x betweenpi and pl, and over the distane y from pi to the boundary of the universe U . Theintegral is split into three parts overing the ases where (i) the balls Bi and Bl arelose to one another, (ii) pi is at distane at least 1 from the boundary of U , and (iii)the balls Bi and Bl are not lose to one another and pi is at distane less than 1 fromthe boundary of U . Note that in the last ase, if Æ!i;j;k;l ours, then both ball enterspi and pl are within distane 1 from the boundary of U . Two balls are onsideredlose to one another if their enters are loser than some suÆiently large onstant;for tehnial reasons whih are embedded in the proof of Proposition A.1, we atuallydene lose to mean distane at most 6.
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ti tj tk tl plpi BlBi (b) H(ti; tl; 1)
ti tj tk tl plpi pj Bl
Bj
Bi12 (a) H(pi; pl; 2)
1Fig. 3.1. H (pi; pl; 2) and H (ti; tl; 1) are shown shaded.Lemma 3.2. Pr(Æ!i;j;k;l) 6 Ix66 + Iy>1 + Ix>6;y<1, whereIx66 = Z 6x=0 Pr(Æ!i;j;k;l j xi;l = x)  Pr(x 6 xi;l < x+ dx);Iy>1 = Z 2Rx=0 Pr(Æ!i;j;k;l j xi;l = x; yi > 1)  Pr(x 6 xi;l < x+ dx j yi > 1);Ix>6;y<1 = Z 2Rx=6 Z 1y=0 Pr(Æ!i;j;k;l j xi;l = x; yi = y; yl 6 yi) Pr((x 6 xi;l < x+ dx) \ (yl 6 yi) j yi = y) Pr(y 6 yi < y + dy):Proof. By the Total Probability Theorem (see [19℄),Pr(Æ!i;j;k;l) = Z 2Rx=0Pr(Æ!i;j;k;l j xi;l = x)  Pr(x 6 xi;l < x+ dx):The integral an be split at x = 6, giving Ix66. Then applying the Total ProbabilityTheorem on what remains, we getZ 2Rx=6 Z Ry=0Pr(Æ!i;j;k;l j xi;l = x; yi = y)  Pr((x 6 xi;l < x+ dx) j yi = y)(3.1) Pr(y 6 yi < y + dy)
THE EXPECTED NUMBER OF VISIBILITY EVENTS IS LINEAR 7whih an be split at y = 1. The part orresponding to y between 1 and R is equal toZ 2Rx=6 Z Ry=1 Pr(Æ!i;j;k;l j xi;l = x; yi = y; yi > 1) Pr((x 6 xi;l < x+ dx) j yi = y; yi > 1)  Pr(y 6 yi < y + dy)6 Z 2Rx=6 Z Ry=0 Pr(Æ!i;j;k;l \ (x 6 xi;l < x+ dx) j yi = y; yi > 1)  Pr(y 6 yi < y + dy):Applying the Total Probability Theorem again, we getZ 2Rx=6 Pr(Æ!i;j;k;l \ (x 6 xi;l < x+ dx) j yi > 1)whih is less than Iy>1. Consider now the part of (3.1) for y between 0 and 1. Ifyl > yi then Æ!i;j;k;l does not our (by denition of L!i;j;k;l), thus we havePr(Æ!i;j;k;l j xi;l = x; yi = y)  Pr((x 6 xi;l < x+ dx) j yi = y)= Pr(Æ!i;j;k;l \ (x 6 xi;l < x+ dx) j yi = y)= Pr(Æ!i;j;k;l \ (x 6 xi;l < x+ dx) \ (yl 6 yi) j yi = y)= Pr(Æ!i;j;k;l j xi;l = x; yi = y; yl 6 yi)Pr((x 6 xi;l < x+ dx) \ (yl 6 yi) j yi = y):Thus, the part of (3.1) for y between 0 and 1 is equal to Ix>6;y<1.Let  denote any of the following events: (xi;l = x), (xi;l = x, yi > 1), (xi;l =x; yi = y; yl 6 yi). The next three lemmas are used to bound Pr(Æ!i;j;k;l j )appearing in the three integrals Ix66, Iy>1 and Ix>6;y<1.Lemma 3.3. If a line is tangent to four balls Bi; Bj ; Bk; Bl in that order atti; tj ; tk; tl, respetively, then pj ; pk 2 H (pi; pl; 2). Also, the segment titl is not o-luded if and only if the interior of H (ti; tl; 1) does not ontain the enter of any otherball.Proof. Segment titl is ontained in H (pi; pl; 1). Sine tj and tk belong to thatsegment, tj and tk are also in H (pi; pl; 1). Thus pj ; pk are both in H (pi; pl; 2). SeeFigure 3.1 (a).The segment titl is oluded if and only if some ball B ,  6= i; j; k; l, properlyintersets it, that is the enter of B lies in the interior of H (ti; tl; 1). See Figure 3.1(b).Lemma 3.4. Pr(p 2 H(pi; pl; 2) j ) 6 (3x+ 8)R3 .Proof.Pr(p 2 H(pi; pl; 2) j ) = Volume of H(pi; pl; 2) \ UVolume of U j 6 Volume of H(pi; pl; 2)Volume of U j :When  ours, xi;l = x and the volumes of H (pi; pl; 2) and U are 43 (3x+ 8) and43 R3, respetively. Thus Pr (p 2 H(pi; pl; 2) j ) 6 3x+ 8R3 :
8 DEVILLERS, DUJMOVIC, EVERETT, GOAOC, LAZARD, NA, PETITJEANLemma 3.5. Pr(Æ!i;j;k;l j ) 6 (3x+ 8)2R6  Pr(p 62 H(ti; tl; 1) j L!i;j;k;l; )n 4.Proof. If Æ!i;j;k;l ours, then L!i;j;k;l neessarily ours, thusPr(Æ!i;j;k;l j ) = Pr(Æ!i;j;k;l \ L!i;j;k;l j ) = Pr(L!i;j;k;l j )  Pr(Æ!i;j;k;l j L!i;j;k;l; ):By Lemma 3.3, Pr(L!i;j;k;l j ) is bounded by the probability that pj and pk belongto H(pi; pl; 2) given , and Pr(Æ!i;j;k;l j L!i;j;k;l) is equal to the probability that forall  6= i; j; k; l, point p is outside H(ti; tl; 1) given . Sine all the points areindependently and identially drawn from the uniform distribution over U , Lemma 3.4yields the result.We onsider the three integrals Ix66, Iy>1 and Ix>6;y<1 in the following subse-tions, and prove that eah is bounded by O   1n3 . This will omplete the proof of theupper bound of Theorem 2.1 sine, by Lemmas 3.1 and 3.2, the expeted number ofT4-segments is less than 12 n4(Ix66 + Iy>1 + Ix>6;y<1).3.2.1. Bi and Bl are lose to one another. We prove here that Ix66 isO   1n3 . When Bi and Bl are lose to one another, the probability that there existtwo other balls, Bj and Bk, dening a line tangent to Bi; Bj ; Bk; Bl in that order, issmall enough that we do not need to onsider olusions in order to get the bound wewant.We rst bound the term Pr(x 6 xi;l < x+ dx) appearing in the integral Ix66.Lemma 3.6. Pr(x 6 xi;l < x+ dx) 6 3x2R3 dx.Proof. When pi is given, pl must belong to a spherial shell between two spheresof enter pi and radii x and x + dx. The probability Pr(x 6 xi;l < x + dx), if pi isknown, is exatly the volume of the part of the spherial shell inside U divided by thevolume of U . The volume of the part of the spherial shell inside U is bounded fromabove by the volume of the spherial shell whih is 4x2dx. Sine the volume of U is43R3 we get the laimed bound. (The exat value of Pr(x 6 xi;l < x+dx) is atuallygiven in [17, 24℄ but the above approximate bound is enough for our purposes.)Proposition 3.7. Ix66 is O 1n3.Proof. Reall that (see Lemma 3.2)Ix66 = Z 6x=0 Pr(Æ!i;j;k;l j xi;l = x)  Pr(x 6 xi;l < x+ dx):By Lemma 3.5,Pr(Æ!i;j;k;l j xi;l = x) 6 (3x+ 8)2R6  Pr(p 62 H(ti; tl; 1) j xi;l = x; L!i;j;k;l)n 46 (3x+ 8)2R6 :It thus follows from Lemma 3.6 thatIx66 6 Z 6x=0 (3x+ 8)2R6  3x2R3 dx = 3n3 Z 6x=0 3x2(3x+ 8)2dx = O 1n3 :
THE EXPECTED NUMBER OF VISIBILITY EVENTS IS LINEAR 93.2.2. Bi is entirely inside U. For the integral Iy>1, olusions must be takeninto aount. To this aim, we bound from below the volume of H(ti; tl; 1) \ U in thefollowing lemma.Lemma 3.8. When L!i;j;k;l ours and yi > 1, the volume of H(ti; tl; 1) \ U isgreater than 12xi;l.Proof. Let K be the ball having diameter piti. Note that K and pl are bothontained in U and in H(ti; tl; 1). The onvex hull of pl and K is thus ontainedin H(ti; tl; 1) \ U , and its volume is larger than half the volume of the ball K, 12 ,plus the volume of a one of apex pl, of base a disk whose boundary is a greatirle of K, and of height greater than xi;l   1. The volume of that one is at least13 22 (xi;l   1) = 12xi;l   12 .We now bound the probability that a tangent line segment titl is not oluded byany of the other n  4 balls, given that the line segment titl exists and the ball Bi isentirely ontained in U .Lemma 3.9. Pr  p 62 H(ti; tl; 1) j xi;l = x; yi > 1; L!i;j;k;ln 4 < 55 exp x16 .Proof. First notie thatPr  p 62 H(ti; tl; 1) j xi;l = x; yi > 1; L!i;j;k;l= 1  Volume of H (ti; tl; 1) \ UVolume of U jxi;l=x; yi>1; L!i;j;k;l :By Lemma 3.8, the volume of H (ti; tl; 1) \ U is bounded from below by 12 x. Sinethe volume of U is 43R3, we getPr  p 62 H(ti; tl; 1) j xi;l = x;yi > 1; L!i;j;k;ln 4 < 1  x16R3n 4 :For any 0 6 t 6 1, we have (1  t) 6 e t thus(1  t)n 4 6 e t(n 4) = e tne4t 6 e4e tn < 55 e tn:Now 0 6 x 6 2R and R > 1 sine Bi is entirely inside U . Thus 0 6 x16R3 6 18R2 6 1and Pr  p 62 H(ti; tl; 1) j xi;l = x; yi > 1; L!i;j;k;ln 4 < 55 exp  nx16R3= 55 exp x16  :The following proposition now bounds the integral Iy>1.Proposition 3.10. Iy>1 is O 1n3.Proof. Reall thatIy>1 = Z 2Rx=0 Pr(Æ!i;j;k;l j xi;l = x; yi > 1)  Pr(x 6 xi;l < x+ dx j yi > 1):By Lemmas 3.5 and 3.9 we havePr(Æ!i;j;k;l j xi;l = x; yi > 1) 6 (3x+ 8)2R6  55 exp x16  :
10 DEVILLERS, DUJMOVIC, EVERETT, GOAOC, LAZARD, NA, PETITJEANSimilarly as in Lemma 3.6 we havePr(x 6 xi;l < x+ dx j yi > 1) 6 3x2R3 dx:Thus we get Iy>1 6 Z 2Rx=0 (3x+ 8)2R6  55 exp x16   3x2R3 dx6 3n3 Z +1x=0 3x2(3x+ 8)2  55 exp x16  dx:Changing x16 by z we get integrals of the kindZ 10 zr exp( z)dzwhih is bounded by a onstant and thus Iy>1 is O   1n3 .3.2.3. Bi and Bl are not lose to one another and Bi is partially out-side U. The only remaining task is to bound the integral Ix>6;y<1. As in the previousase, we need to bound from below the volume of H(ti; tl; 1) \ U . Here, however, thetangent titl an be entirely outside U , so the bound of Lemma 3.8 does not apply anda more intriate proof is needed. We need to distinguish two ases depending on thedistane of segment titl from O, the enter of U .To this aim, we introdue two new types of events. For any s 2 R, let F!i;j;k;l(s)(resp. N!i;j;k;l(s)) be the event that L!i;j;k;l ours and the line segment titl is atdistane greater (resp. less) than R + 1   s from O. For reasons that will beomelear in the proof of Lemma 3.13, we onsider s = y 23 .The next ve lemmas are used to bound the rst term of the integral Ix>6;y<1.Lemma 3.11. For any random point p in U , Pr(Æ!i;j;k;l j xi;l = x; yi = y; yl 6 yi)is equal toPrF!i;j;k;l(y 23 ) j xi;l = x; yi = y; yl 6 yi Prp 62 H(ti; tl; 1) j xi;l = x; yi = y; yl 6 yi; F!i;j;k;l(y 23 )n 4+PrN!i;j;k;l(y 23 ) j xi;l = x; yi = y; yl 6 yi Prp 62 H(ti; tl; 1) j xi;l = x; yi = y; yl 6 yi; N!i;j;k;l(y 23 )n 4 :Proof. Æ!i;j;k;l implies L!i;j;k;l whih an be split into F!i;j;k;l(y 23 ), N!i;j;k;l(y 23 ), andthe event that L!i;j;k;l ours and the line segment titl is at distane exatly R+1 y 23from O. This later event ours with probability 0, thusPr(Æ!i;j;k;l j xi;l = x; yi = y; yl 6 yi) =Pr(Æ!i;j;k;l \ F!i;j;k;l(y 23 ) j xi;l = x; yi = y; yl 6 yi)+ Pr(Æ!i;j;k;l \N!i;j;k;l(y 23 ) j xi;l = x; yi = y; yl 6 yi);
THE EXPECTED NUMBER OF VISIBILITY EVENTS IS LINEAR 11whih an be expanded intoPr(F!i;j;k;l(y 23 ) j xi;l = x; yi = y; yl 6 yi) Pr(Æ!i;j;k;l j xi;l = x; yi = y; yl 6 yi; F!i;j;k;l(y 23 ))+ Pr(N!i;j;k;l(y 23 ) j xi;l = x; yi = y; yl 6 yi) Pr(Æ!i;j;k;l j xi;l = x; yi = y; yl 6 yi; N!i;j;k;l(y 23 )):When F!i;j;k;l(y 23 ) ours, the probabilityPr(Æ!i;j;k;l j xi;l = x; yi = y; yl 6 yi; F!i;j;k;l(y 23 ))is the probability that the tangent is not oluded, that is, p does not belong toH(ti; tl; 1) for all the n   4 values of  6= i; j; k; l. The same argument holds forN!i;j;k;l(y 23 ). Sine the p are independent, we get the result.In order to bound the two terms in Lemma 3.11,Prp 62 H(ti; tl; 1) j xi;l = x; yi = y; yl 6 yi; F!i;j;k;l(y 23 )n 4 andPrp 62 H(ti; tl; 1) j xi;l = x; yi = y; yl 6 yi; N!i;j;k;l(y 23 )n 4 ;we need to bound the volume of H(ti; tl; 1) \ U from below.Lemma 3.12. When xi;l > 6, yl 6 yi 6 1, L!i;j;k;l ours and segment titl is atdistane less than R + 1   s, 0 6 s 6 1, from the enter of U , then the volume ofH(ti; tl; 1) \ U is larger than 16p2 (xi;l   5) sps.Proof. We give here the idea of the proof; full details an be found in Appendix A.Let t be the losest point on segment titl from O, and D be a unit radius disk enteredat t in a plane ontaining O, the enter of U . We dene a quadrilateral with vertiesa; b; a0; b0 suh that a and a0 are the losest and the farthest points, respetively, inD\U from O, and b and b0 are the points of intersetion of D and the perpendiularbisetor of segment aa0 (see Figure 3.2). Let v be equal to R+ 1 minus the distanefrom O to segment titl. We prove that the onvex hull of a; b; a0; b0 and pl, whih isinluded in H(ti; tl; 1)\U , has volume greater than 16p2 (xi;l  5) min(2p2; vpv). Itfollows that, for any 0 6 s 6 1, if segment titl is at distane less than R+ 1  s fromO, then v > s and the volume of H(ti; tl; 1) \ U is greater than 16p2 (xi;l   5) sps.Lemma 3.13. For any random point p in U , x > 6 and 0 6 y 6 1,Prp 62 H(ti; tl; 1) j xi;l = x; yi = y; yl 6 yi; F!i;j;k;l(y 23 )n 4< 55 exp  (x  5) y28p2 andPrp 62 H(ti; tl; 1) j xi;l = x; yi = y; yl 6 yi; N!i;j;k;l(y 23 )n 4< 55 exp  (x  5) y8p2  :
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Utb b0a Da0
O
vR+ 1  vRR  v
Fig. 3.2. For the sketh of the proof of Lemma 3.12 (v 2 (0; 1)).Furthermore, if x > 6pR thenPrp 62 H(ti; tl; 1) j xi;l = x; yi = y; yl 6 yi; N!i;j;k;l(y 23 )n 4< 55 exp  (x  5)8p2  :Proof. Let xi;l = x, yi = y and suppose rst that event F!i;j;k;l(y 23 ) ours. Sinepi is at distane R   y from O, the segment titl is at distane less than R + 1   yfrom O, and thus, by Lemma 3.12, the volume of H (ti; tl; 1) \ U is greater than16p2 (x  5) ypy, whih is bigger than 16p2 (x  5) y2 sine 0 6 y 6 1 (we bound ypyfrom below by y2 only so that we an atually ompute the integral I1 in the proof ofProposition 3.18). We now follow the proof of Lemma 3.9, exept that the volume ofH (ti; tl; 1) \ U is now bounded from below by 16p2 (x  5) y2 instead of 12 x. We getPrp 62 H(ti; tl; 1) j xi;l = x; yi = y; yl 6 yi; F!i;j;k;l(y 23 )n 4< 55 exp  (x  5) y28p2  :When N!i;j;k;l(y 23 ) ours, the segment titl is at distane less than R+1 y 23 fromO, and thus, by Lemma 3.12, the volume of H (ti; tl; 1)\U is bounded from below by16p2 (x   5) y 23 qy 23 = 16p2 (x   5) y. Then, as before, we getPrp 62 H(ti; tl; 1) j xi;l = x; yi = y; yl 6 yi; N!i;j;k;l(y 23 )n 4< 55 exp  (x  5) y8p2  :Now, if x > 6pR, the length of the tangent titl is at least 6pR   2. Sinex > 6, R > 3 and a simple omputation shows that 6pR  2 is bigger than 2p2R+ 1whih is the length of the longest line segment that may entirely lie inside U+ n U .Thus dist(O; titl) 6 R = R + 1   s with s = 1 and, by Lemma 3.12, the volume of
THE EXPECTED NUMBER OF VISIBILITY EVENTS IS LINEAR 13H(ti; tl; 1) \ U is greater than 16p2 (x   5). Then, as before, we getPrp 62 H(ti; tl; 1) j xi;l = x; yi = y; yl 6 yi; N!i;j;k;l(y 23 )n 4< 55 exp  (x  5)8p2  :Lemma 3.14. Pr(N!i;j;k;l(y 23 ) j xi;l = x; yi = y; yl 6 yi) 6 (3x+ 8)2R6 .Proof. The event N!i;j;k;l(y 23 ) ours only if L!i;j;k;l ours. The result thus followssine, by Lemmas 3.3 and 3.4, Pr(L!i;j;k;l j xi;l = x; yi = y; yl 6 yi) 6 (3x+8)2R6 .Lemma 3.15. If y < 1, thenPrF!i;j;k;l(y 23 ) j xi;l = x; yi = y 6 812 (x+ 6)2y2R6 :Proof. A \far" tangent titl is at distane at least R + 1  y 23 from the enter Oof U . Suh a segment also lies in H(pi; pl; 1). Let E be the part of H(pi; pl; 1) lyingoutside of the sphere of radius R + 1   y 23 and enter O. See Figure 3.3 (a). Now,both pj and pk must be in the region inside U and within distane 1 from E. Denotethis region by K. ThenPrF!i;j;k;l(y 23 ) j xi;l = x; yi = y; yl 6 yi 6 Volume of KVolume of U 2 :By Proposition B.1, whih we prove in Appendix B, the volume of K is boundedfrom above by 122 (x+6) y, whih yields the result. Here we give the intuition of theproof. Refer to Figure 3.3. First notie that the \length" of K is at most x+4. SineK is enlosed in between a sphere of radius R and one of radius R  y 23 , its \height"is at most y 23 . For the \width", onsider Figure 3.3 (b) whih shows a ross-setionof K taken with a plane through O and perpendiular to pipl. The \width" of Kis no more than 2 times the \width" of E. The \height" of E an be bounded bysome onstant times y 23 ; thus its \width" an be bounded by some onstant timesqy 23 = y 13 . Thus, intuitively, the volume of K is smaller than (x+4)y 23 y 13 = (x+4)y,up to a onstant, and the result follows.We now bound the two last terms of the integral Ix>6;y<1.Lemma 3.16. Pr(y 6 yi < y + dy) 6 3 dyR .Proof. The event (y 6 yi < y + dy) ours only if pi lies in the spherial shelldelimited by the two spheres entered at O of radii R y and R y dy whose volumeis smaller than 4R2 dy. Dividing by the volume of U proves the result.Lemma 3.17. For 6 6 x 6 2R and y 6 1, we havePr((x 6 xi;l < x+ dx) \ (yl 6 yi) j yi = y) 6 6x y dxR3 :Proof. The probability Pr((x 6 xi;l < x + dx) \ (yl 6 yi) j yi = y) is equal tothe volume of the region (shown in grey in Figure 3.4) whih is the intersetion of theregion in between the two spheres entered at pi and of radii x and x + dx, and the
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pi; plE R  y 23Ky 23 y 13
x+ 2pi plE R+ 1  y 23RR  y(a)
(b) R+ 1  y
23RR  y
K
Fig. 3.3. For the sketh of the proof of Lemma 3.15.region in between the two spheres entered at O and of radii R and R   y, dividedby the volume of U . We prove in Proposition C.1 in Appendix C that the volume ofthat region is at most 8 x y dx. Roughly speaking, the volume bounded by the fourspheres is at most 8 x y dx beause, its \thikness" is dx, its \height" is y and its\radius" is x. Dividing by the volume of U proves the result.
Ry xx+ dx
pi
OFig. 3.4. For the proof of Lemma 3.17.We an now bound the integral Ix>6;y<1 of Lemma 3.2.Proposition 3.18. Ix>6;y<1 is O 1n3.Proof. Reall thatIx>6;y<1 = Z 2Rx=6 Z 1y=0 Pr(Æ!i;j;k;l j xi;l = x; yi = y; yl 6 yi) Pr((x 6 xi;l < x+ dx) \ (yl 6 yi) j yi = y) Pr(y 6 yi < y + dy):
THE EXPECTED NUMBER OF VISIBILITY EVENTS IS LINEAR 15By Lemmas 3.16 and 3.17, we getIx>6;y<1 6 Z 2Rx=6 Z 1y=0 Pr(Æ!i;j;k;l j xi;l = x; yi = y; yl 6 yi)  6x y dxR3  3 dyR :By Lemma 3.11, Pr(Æ!i;j;k;l j xi;l = x; yi = y; yl 6 yi) is equal toPrF!i;j;k;l(y 23 ) j xi;l = x; yi = y; yl 6 yi Prp 62 H(ti; tl; 1) j xi;l = x; yi = y; yl 6 yi; F!i;j;k;l(y 23 )n 4+PrN!i;j;k;l(y 23 ) j xi;l = x; yi = y; yl 6 yi Prp 62 H(ti; tl; 1) j xi;l = x; yi = y; yl 6 yi; N!i;j;k;l(y 23 )n 4 :We split the integral at x = 6pR. When x > 6pR, the distane from O tothe tangent titl is less than R (see the proof of Lemma 3.13), whih is less thanR + 1   y 23 for any y in (0; 1). Thus, for any x > 6pR and y 2 (0; 1), the proba-bility PrF!i;j;k;l(y 23 ) j xi;l = x; yi = y; yl 6 yi is equal to 0. It then follows fromLemmas 3.13, 3.14 and 3.15 that Ix>6;y<1 6 I1 + I2 + I3 withI1 = Z 6pRx=6 Z 1y=0 812 (x+ 6)2y2R6  55 exp  (x  5) y28p2   6x y dxR3  3 dyR ;I2 = Z 6pRx=6 Z 1y=0 (3x+ 8)2R6  55 exp  (x  5) y8p2   6x y dxR3  3 dyR ;I3 = Z 2Rx=6pR Z 1y=0 (3x+ 8)2R6  55 exp  (x  5)8p2   6x y dxR3  3 dyR :Changing  (x 5)8p2  by z in the three integrals and y2 by y0 in I1, we getI1 6 KR10 u=3Xu=0 Z pRz=0 Z 1y0=0 zu y0 exp( z y0) dz dy0;I2 6 KR10 u=3Xu=0 Z pRz=0 Z 1y=0 zu y exp( z y) dz dy;I3 6 KR10 u=3Xu=0 Z 1z=0 Z 1y=0 zu y exp( z) dz dy;where K and  are some positive onstants.Note rst that I3 is bounded from above by KR10 Pu=3u=0 R1z=0 zu exp( z) dz. Theseintegrals are bounded by a onstant, thus I3 is O   1R10 .To bound the integrals I1 and I2, we now ompute the integral(3.2) Z Az=0 Z 1y=0 zu y exp( z y) dz dyfor u 2 f0; : : : ; 3g and A > 0, for example with Maple [16℄. For u = 0 it is equal to(3.3) exp( A) +A  1A :
16 DEVILLERS, DUJMOVIC, EVERETT, GOAOC, LAZARD, NA, PETITJEANFor u = 1, the integral (3.2) is equal to(3.4) exp( A) + lnA+Ei(1; A) +    1where Ei(1; A) denotes the exponential integral R1t=1 exp( At)t dt and  denotes Euler'sonstant. Finally, for u = 2 or 3, the integral (3.2) is equal to(3.5) exp( A)P1(A; u  1) + P2(A; u  1)where Pi(A; u  1) denotes a polynomial of degree u  1 in A.When A tends to 1, (3.3) tends to 1, (3.4) is equivalent to lnA (sine Ei(1; A)tends to 0) and (3.5) is equivalent to the leading monomial of P2(A; u   1) whihis of degree u   1 6 2. This guarantees that for A = pR and u 2 f0; : : : ; 3g, theintegral (3.2) is O(R). It follows that I1 and I2 are O   1R9 .Sine R3 = n=, we get that Ix>6;y<1 6 I1 + I2 + I3 = O   1R9  = O   1n3 .We an now onlude the proof that the expeted number of T4-segments isO(n), beause, by Lemmas 3.1, 3.2, and Propositions 3.7, 3.10, and 3.18, the expetednumber of T4-segments is smaller thanX(i;j;k;l)2N 12X!=1O 1n3+O 1n3+O 1n3 = O (n) :4. The expeted number of T4-segments is at least linear. In this setion,we prove that the expeted number of T4-segments amongst n uniformly distributedunit balls is 
(n). To do this, we bound from below the probability that four givenballs have a given T4-segment. The key step is to give a ondition on the relativepositions of four unit balls that guarantees that they have exatly twelve ommontangent lines. We use here the notation as dened in Setion 3.1.Lemma 4.1. Let e be a real number satisfying 4p23 < e < 2 and let the radius Rof U be stritly greater than e. There exists an  > 0 suh that for any point p 2 U ,there exist three balls  1(p),  2(p),  3(p) of radius  ontained in U and satisfying thefollowing onditions: p and the enters of the  i(p) form a regular tetrahedron with edges of length e, and for any triple of points (p1; p2; p3), pi taken from  i(p), the four unit balls enteredat p, p1, p2 and p3 have exatly 12 distint tangent lines.Proof. Madonald, Pah and Theobald proved [15, Lemma 3℄ that 4 unit ballsentered on the verties of a regular tetrahedron with edges of length e, 4p23 < e < 2,have exatly 12 distint real ommon tangent lines. Moreover, these 12 tangent linesorrespond to the 12 real roots of a system of equations of degree 12, thus eah tangentline orresponds to a simple root of that system of equations. It thus follows that forany suÆiently small perturbation of the 4 ball enters, the 4 perturbed balls stillhave 12 real ommon tangent lines. Let  > 0 be suh that the 4 ball enters anmove distane  in any diretion while keeping 12 distint ommon tangents.Now, for any point p 2 U , onsider a regular tetrahedron with edge length ehaving p as a vertex and suh that the other verties are at distane at least  fromthe boundary of U ; for example, we an hoose the other three verties on a planeperpendiular to the segment Op. Let  1(p),  2(p), and  3(p) be the balls of radius entered at the verties, distint from p, of that tetrahedron. By the previousreasoning, for any q 2  1(p), r 2  2(p), and s 2  3(p), the four unit balls entered atp, q, r and s have exatly twelve tangents.
THE EXPECTED NUMBER OF VISIBILITY EVENTS IS LINEAR 17Now, by Lemma 3.1, the expeted number of T4-segments isX(i;j;k;l)2N 12X!=1Pr(Æ!i;j;k;l):Thus we only need to bound from below the probability that the event Æ!i;j;k;l ours.Lemma 4.2. Pr(Æ!i;j;k;l) is 
 1n3.Proof. Assume that n > 8 so that the radius R = 3pn= of U is larger than2 and let T (p) be the set  1(p)   2(p)   3(p) where  i(p) and e are dened as inLemma 4.1. First, note thatPr(Æ!i;j;k;l) > Pr(Æ!i;j;k;l \ (pi; pj ; pk) 2 T (pl))= Pr((pi; pj ; pk) 2 T (pl))  Pr(Æ!i;j;k;l j (pi; pj ; pk) 2 T (pl)):Sine  1(pl),  2(pl), and  3(pl) are three balls of radius  entirely ontained in U , wehave Pr((pi; pj ; pk) 2 T (pl)) =  43343R33 = 39n3 :By Lemmas 3.3 and 4.1, the event (Æ!i;j;k;l j (pi; pj ; pk) 2 T (pl)) ours if and onlyif the interior of H (ti; tl; 1) \ U does not ontain the enter of any ball. Note thatthe volume of H (ti; tl; 1) \ U is at most the volume of H (ti; tl; 1), whih is at most43 + (2 + e+ 2) sine the length of titl is at most e+ 2 + 2. It follows thatPr(Æ!i;j;k;l j (pi; pj ; pk) 2 T (pl)) > 1  ( 43 + 2 + e+ 2)Volume(U) n 4 :Sine e < 2, we get, after some elementary alulations, that(4.1) Pr(Æ!i;j;k;l j (pi; pj ; pk) 2 T (pl)) > 1  (6 + 2)n n 4 :We thus have Pr(Æ!i;j;k;l) > 39n3 1  (6 + 2)n n 4 :Sine 1  (6+2)n n 4 tends to e (6+2) when n tends to innity, we getPr(Æ!i;j;k;l) = 
 1n3 :This ompletes the proof of the lower bound of Theorem 2.1 sine the expetednumber of T4-segments amongst n uniformly distributed unit balls is, by Lemmas 3.1and 4.2, X(i;j;k;l)2N 12X!=1Pr(Æ!i;j;k;l) = X(i;j;k;l)2N 12X!=1
 1n3 = 
(n):
18 DEVILLERS, DUJMOVIC, EVERETT, GOAOC, LAZARD, NA, PETITJEAN5. The expeted size of the visibility omplex is linear. In this setionwe prove Theorem 2.2, that the expeted size of the visibility omplex of a set of nuniformly distributed unit balls is linear.We say that the balls are in general position if any k-dimensional fae of thevisibility omplex is a onneted set of maximal free segments tangent to exatly4 k balls. We an assume that the balls are in general position sine this ours withprobability 1. We give a bound on the expeted number of k-faes, for k = 0; : : : ; 4.Lemma 5.1. The expeted number of 0-faes is (n).Proof. A 0-fae of the visibility omplex is a maximal free line segment tangent to4 balls. Eah maximal free line segment tangent to 4 balls ontains a T4-segment andeah T4-segment is ontained in one maximal free line segment. Thus, by Theorem 2.1,the expeted number of 0-faes is linear.To deal with the faes of dimension k > 1, we divide them into two lasses. A k-fae is open if it is inident to at least one (k 1)-fae, otherwise it is losed. When theballs are in general position, the number of k-faes inident to a partiular (k 1)-faeis onstant. In the proof of the following lemmas, any onstant an be used. However,for ompleteness, we will use the exat values, but without justifying them.Lemma 5.2. The expeted number of 1-faes is (n).Proof. Note that a 0-fae orresponds to a maximal free segment tangent to 4balls and it is inident to those 1-faes orresponding to free segments tangent to 3amongst those 4 balls. So, a 0-fae is inident to exatly six 1-faes, whih impliesthat the number of open 1-faes is 6 times the number of 0-faes, and is thus (n) bythe previous lemma.Proving that the expeted number of losed 1-faes is O(n) an be done in a wayvery similar to the proof of the upper bound in Theorem 2.1. The dierene is thatwe onsider now only three balls and thus in all proofs, we forget ball Bk. We haveto onsider only  n3 triples of balls instead of  n4 quadruples, but we remove fromthe integral the probability Pr(pk 2 H(pi; pl; 2)jxi;l = x) 6 3x+8R3 . Sine nR3 = , thisamounts to dividing the terms over whih we integrate by (3x + 8) whih does nothange the general shape of the integrals (a polynomial multiplied by an exponential)whih are onvergent. Notie that Bi, Bj , Bl and ! now dene a set of segmentstitl, rather than just a single segment. However, those segments dene a losed 1-faeonly if none of them is oluded by one of the n  3 remaining balls. Any partiularhoie of a tangent titl in the 1-fae will give a relevant ylinder H(ti; tl; 1) to use inthe proofs.Lemma 5.3. The expeted number of 2-faes is (n).Proof. Sine a 1-fae has ve inident 2-faes, the tight linear bound on thenumber of 1-faes gives a tight linear bound on the number of open 2-faes. Thelosed ase is solved similarly to the proof of the upper bound in Theorem 2.1. Wenow onsider  n2 pairs of balls Bi; Bl and we remove from the integrals the probabilityPr(pj ; pk 2 H(pi; pl; 2)jxi;l = x) 6   3x+8R3 2 whih gives an O(n) bound on the numberof losed 2-faes.Lemma 5.4. The expeted numbers of 3-faes and 4-faes are (n).Proof. A 3-fae, orresponding to lines tangent to a ball, an only be losed ifn = 1. The number of open 3-faes is linear by the fat that in general position a2-fae is inident to four 3-faes. The number of 4-faes is linear sine a 3-fae isinident to three 4-faes.6. Worst-ase lower bound. We provide here a 
(n2) lower bound on thenumber of k-faes in the visibility omplex. Reall that for the ase of n arbitrarily
THE EXPECTED NUMBER OF VISIBILITY EVENTS IS LINEAR 19sized balls, Devillers and Ramos [6℄ presented a simple 
(n3) lower bound on thenumber of free segments tangent to 4 balls, whih is also the number of verties in thevisibility omplex. Their lower bound (see Figure 6.1) onsists of (i) n3 balls suh thatthe view from the origin onsists of n3 disjoint disks entered on a irle, (ii) n3 ballssuh that the view from the origin onsists of n3 disks whose boundaries are onentriirles interseting (in projetion) all the disks of (i), and (iii) n3 tiny balls enteredaround the origin suh that from any point on these n3 tiny balls the view of the ballsin (i) and (ii) is topologially invariant. Note that nding a 
(n3) lower bound onthe number of free segments tangent to 4 balls, amongst n balls of bounded radii, isto the best of our knowledge, open.
Fig. 6.1. Quadrati view from the origin [6℄.Proposition 6.1. The number of k-faes in the visibility omplex of n disjointunit balls in R3 is 
(n2) for all k between 0 and 4.Proof. We rst observe that the size of the visibility omplex of n unit balls antrivially be quadrati by having the balls sparsely distributed in the spae suh thatany pair of balls denes a losed 2-fae.Getting a quadrati number of free lines tangent to four balls amongst a set of nunit balls an be done by taking balls Bi entered at (2i; 0; 0) for 1 6 i 6 n2 and ballsB0j entered at (2j; 10; 0) for 1 6 j 6 n2 . Then, for any i and j, the line through thepoints (2i+1; 0; 1) and (2j+1; 10; 1) is free and an be moved down so that it omesinto ontat with the four balls Bi, Bi+1, B0j and B0j+1. This argument proves thatthe number of k-faes, for 0 6 k 6 2, an be quadrati.The free segment (2i; 1; 0)(2j; 9; 0) belongs to the 4-fae onsisting of maximal freesegments with endpoints on Bi and B0j . Thus there is a quadrati number of 4-faes.The bound also applies to 3-faes by onsidering lines tangent to Bi and stabbing B0j .In the above onstrution, the balls an be pushed together (they will interset) sothat they t inside a spherial universe of radius 3pn= without hanging the result.Note also that the above onstrution an be slightly perturbed to obtain the sameresult for a set of n unit balls, disjoint or not, with no 4 enters oplanar.7. Generalizations. In this setion we provide several generalizations of ourresults.
20 DEVILLERS, DUJMOVIC, EVERETT, GOAOC, LAZARD, NA, PETITJEAN7.1. Poisson distribution. Consider a set of unit balls whose enters are drawnby a 3-D Poisson point proess of parameter  in the universe U . By a Poisson pointproess of parameter  in U [12℄, we mean that we generate X random points insideU so that(7.1) Pr(X = k) = ( Volume(U))k  exp(   Volume(U))k!and for any disjoint subsets M and M 0 of U , the number of the points inside Mand the number of points inside M 0 are independent random variables. Note thatEquation (7.1) yields that the expeted number of points inside U is  Volume(U) =43 n.The following simple argument shows that our results extend to this distribution.Let X be the random variable representing the number of enters of unit balls gen-erated by a Poisson point proess with parameter  in U , and let Y be the randomvariable representing the number of T4-segments amongst those balls. The expetednumber of T4-segments isE(Y ) = 1Xk=0E(Y jX = k)  Pr(X = k):Theorem 2.1 gives E(Y jX = k) = (k) andPr(X = k) = ( 43 n)k  exp(  43 n)k! :Thus E(Y ) =  43 n exp(  43 n) P1k=1 (43 n)k 1(k   1)! = (n exp(  43 n) exp( 43 n)) = (n):Therefore the expeted number of T4-segments amongst n balls whose enters aregenerated by a Poisson point proess with parameter  in U is (n). Similarly thisbound extends to the expeted size of the visibility omplex.We now investigate various models in whih we hange the shape of the universeor the nature of the objets.7.2. Smooth onvex universe. Our results an be generalized to the asewhere the universe is no longer a ball, but a homothet of a smooth onvex set withhomothety fator proportional to 3pn. This an be ahieved by onsidering the radiusof urvature of the boundary of the universe, instead of R, in the proofs of the lemmasdealing with tangents outside the universe.7.3. Other objets. Let rmin and rmax be two stritly positive real onstants.In the following, we bound the expeted number of T4-segments amongst balls whoseradii vary in the interval [rmin; rmax℄, amongst polyhedra eah enlosed between twoonentri balls of radii rmin and rmax, and amongst polygons eah enlosed betweentwo onentri irles of radii rmin and rmax. The enters of the onentri balls orirles are alled the enters of the polyhedra or polygons, respetively. In eah asea T4-segment is alled outer if the enters of the two extremal objets it is tangent
THE EXPECTED NUMBER OF VISIBILITY EVENTS IS LINEAR 21to are farther apart than 6rmax and are both at distane less than 2rmax from theboundary of U . Otherwise the T4-segment is alled inner.For these models, the proof of the 
(n) lower bound on the expeted numberof T4-segments (Setion 4) generalizes diretly beause, for the kind of objets weonsider, there always exist plaements of four of them suh that they admit at leastone ommon tangent line with multipliity one.7.3.1. Balls of various radii. We have onsidered a model where all the ballshave the same radius. If we allow the radii to vary in the interval [rmin; rmax℄, then theproof of the linear upper bound on the expeted number of inner T4-segments general-izes almost immediately by onsidering the volumesH(pi; pl; 2rmax) andH(ti; tl; rmin)instead of H(pi; pl; 2) and H(ti; tl; 1).Setion 3.2.1 generalizes immediately to prove that the expeted number of T4-segments tangent to four balls Bi, Bj , Bk and Bl in that order suh that pi and plare loser to one another than 6rmax is O(n). The only diÆult task for extendingSetion 3.2.2 is the proof of the following analog of Lemma 3.8.Lemma 7.1. When xi;l > 6rmax, yi > 2rmax and L!i;j;k;l ours, the volume ofH(ti; tl; rmin) \ U is greater than 24r2min(xi;l   6rmax).Proof. The proof is similar to the proof of Lemma 3.8. Refer to Figure 7.1. Letm be the midpoint of segment titl and K be the sphere of diameter rmin entered onthe point  lying on segment tipi at distane 12rmin from ti. The sphere K is entirelyinside H(ti; tl; rmin) \ U , m lies in H(ti; tl; rmin) and a straightforward omputationshows that m is in U sine ti is in U at distane at least rmax from its boundary andtl is at distane at most rmax from U . Thus H(ti; tl; rmin) \ U ontains the onvexhull of K and m whih ontains the one of apex m, of base a disk whose boundaryis a great irle of K, and of height the distane from m to the enter  of K. Nowxi;l = jpiplj 6 jpij+ jmj+ jmtlj+ jtlplj6 rmax + jmj+ 12 jtitlj+ rmax6 2rmax + jmj+ 12(xi;l + 2rmax):Thus jmj > 12xi;l   3rmax and the volume of the one is at least 13( rmin2 )2( 12xi;l  3rmax) = 24r2min(xi;l   6rmax).ti
pi
m tl
plK
Fig. 7.1. For the proof of Lemma 7.1.The rest of Setion 3.2.2 generalizes easily for proving that the expeted numberof T4-segments tangent to four balls Bi, Bj , Bk and Bl in that order suh that pi
22 DEVILLERS, DUJMOVIC, EVERETT, GOAOC, LAZARD, NA, PETITJEANand pl are farther apart than 6rmax and pi is farther than 2rmax from the boundaryof U , is O(n). Hene the expeted number of inner T4-segments is O(n).Our proof annot be extended to provide a linear upper bound on the expetednumber of outer T4-segments. This is beause, if balls Bi and Bl are of radius rmaxthen a line segment titl tangent to Bi and Bl might be outside U and at distanegreater than rmin from its boundary. Then H(ti; tl; rmin) does not interset U and weannot bound H(ti; tl; rmin)\U from below by a positive onstant as in Lemma 3.12,whih is ruial for the proof of Lemma 3.13 and thus for Proposition 3.18.However, by not taking into aount the olusion in the proof of Proposition 3.18,we get that the expeted number of outer T4-segments is O(n2). Refer to the proof ofProposition 3.18 and onsider Ix>6rmax;y<2rmax , the analog of Ix>6;y<1 for this ase.The analogs of Lemmas 3.4 and 3.5 yield thatPr(Æ!i;j;k;l j xi;l = x; yi = y; yl 6 yi) 6 (3x r2max + 8 r3max)2R6 :Lemma 3.16 still holds and we an easily prove the analog of Lemma 3.17. Bothresults imply thatIx>6rmax;y<2rmax 6 Z 2Rx=6rmax Z 2rmaxy=0 (3x r2max + 8 r3max)2R6  6x y dxR3  3 dyR2 O 1R6 = O 1n2 :Hene the expeted number of inner T4-segments is O(n) and the expeted num-ber of outer T4-segments is O(n2). This still improves the result of Durand et al. [11℄who proved a bound of O(n8=3) for the same model.In this setion we have assumed that the sphere enters are uniformly distributedbut we have made no assumption on the distribution of the radii of the spheres in theinterval [rmin; rmax℄, whih are thus assumed to be worst ase. The addition of somehypothesis on the radii distribution may yield better results on the number of outerT4-segments.7.3.2. Polyhedra of bounded aspet ratio. Consider polyhedra of onstantomplexity, eah enlosed between two onentri balls of radii rmin and rmax whoseenters are uniformly distributed in U . In suh a ase, as for balls of various radii,the O(n) bound on the expeted number of inner T4-segments immediately appliesas well as the O(n2) bound on the expeted number of outer T4-segments.7.3.3. Polygons of bounded aspet ratio. Our proof tehnique an also begeneralized to non-fat 3D objets suh as polygons. Consider polygons of onstantomplexity enlosed between two oplanar onentri irles of radii rmin and rmax,and whose enters and normals are independently hosen from the uniform distri-butions over R3 and S2. Let T1; : : : ; Tn be suh polygons with respetive normalsn1; : : : ;nn and enters p1; : : : ; pn.Four polygons Ti, Tj , Tk and Tl have a ommon tangent line that meet them inthat order only if pj and pk lie in H(pi; pl; 2rmax). This implies, as in Setion 3.2.1,that the expeted number of T4-segments tangent to four polygons Ti, Tj , Tk and Tlin that order suh that pi and pl are loser to one another than some onstant, say6rmax, is O(n).When suh a tangent, denoted titl, exists, it is not oluded only if, for any 6= i; j; k; l, point p does not lie in the interior of H(ti; tl; rmin os ) where 
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 (b)Fig. 7.2. Illustration for the ase of polygons of bounded aspet ratio.denotes the angle between n and the supporting line of titl (see Figure 7.2 (a) andLemma 3.3). Let  be an integer distint from i, j, k and l. By the Total ProbabilityTheorem, the probability that T does not olude the tangent line segment titl isbounded from above byZ =2=0 Pr (p 62 H(ti; tl; rmin os ) j  = )  Pr( 6  <  + d):Similarly as in Lemma 7.1, when the tangent titl exists, xi;l > 6rmax and yi > 2rmax,the volume of H(ti; tl; rmin) \ U is greater than 24 (rmin os )2(xi;l   6rmax). ThusPr (p 62 H(ti; tl; rmin os ) j  = ) 6 1  (rmin os )2(xi;l   6rmax)32R3 :The probability that  is in between  and  + d is sin  d, whih orresponds totwie the area of the spherial shell between the latitudes  and  + d on the unitsphere, divided by the area of the unit sphere (see Figure 7.2 (b)). Thus when pi isat distane greater than 6rmax from pl and at distane greater than 2rmax from theboundary of U , the probability that T does not olude the tangent line segment titlis bounded from above byZ =2=0 1  (rmin os )2(xi;l   6rmax)32R3  sin  d = 1  r2min (xi;l   6rmax)96R3 :Then, similarly as in Lemma 3.9, the probability that the tangent line segment titlis not oluded, when pi is at distane greater than 6rmax from pl and at distanegreater than 2rmax from the boundary of U , is at most55 exp  r2min (xi;l   6rmax)96  :We thus get the analog of Proposition 3.10 for the model onsidered here whih impliesthat the expeted number of T4-segments tangent to four polygons Ti, Tj , Tk and Tlin that order suh that pi and pl are farther apart than 6rmax and pi is farther than2rmax from the boundary of U is O(n).We thus get that the expeted number of inner T4-segments is O(n). Moreover,as for balls of various radii, the expeted number of outer T4-segments is O(n2).
24 DEVILLERS, DUJMOVIC, EVERETT, GOAOC, LAZARD, NA, PETITJEAN8. Conlusion. In this paper, we proved that the expeted number of T4-segments amongst n uniformly distributed unit balls in R3 is (n). We also provedthat the expeted size of the visibility omplex of n uniformly distributed unit balls is(n). Equivalently the expeted number of ombinatorially dierent visibility eventsamongst n uniformly distributed unit balls is (n). We then proved that (n) alsobounds the expeted number of T4-segments ourring not too lose to the boundaryof the universe for various other models suh as n uniformly distributed polyhedra,or polygons, of bounded aspet ratio and onstant omplexity. For these models, wealso provided a O(n2) bound on the expeted number of all the T4-segments.This paper is an attempt to analyze the average-ase behavior of the size ofvisibility strutures. The distribution models of sene objets investigated here aretheoretial in nature sine objets in graphis senes are seldom distributed uniformlyor by a Poisson proess. However, our results are important in a ontext where thereare few rigorous results either theoretial or experimental. They provide theoreti-al ground to support the empirial evidene indiating that the worst-ase upperbound on the number of visibility events is largely pessimisti in pratial situations.As a onsequene, there is reason to believe that an output-sensitive algorithm foromputing all visibility events may work in pratie.Pratitioners will be onerned about the size of the onstant hidden in the notation. We have alulated (in the proofs of Setion 3) this onstant to be no largerthan 216 3 + 231  + 237 e =3 (2 + 1=2). Of ourse this is shoking. We supposethat the onstant is atually muh smaller. However estimating it in pratie is adiÆult problem whih is still to be solved. After solving this problem, an interestingexperiment will be to ompare the number of visibility events ourring in a realistigraphi sene with the theoretial bound for uniformly distributed objets.The results proved here also provide new insight on the omplexity of other visibil-ity strutures. Consider for instane the aspet graph, a partition of viewpoint spaeinto maximal onneted regions by surfaes along whih visibility events are observed.As explained in [21℄, the omplexity of the aspet graph is dominated by Æm, whereÆ is the degree of the surfae orresponding to lines \tangent" to 3 objets and mthe dimension of the viewpoint spae. For a sene omposed of n disjoint spheres,Æ is trivially O(n3), so the aspet graph has O(n6) orthographi views and O(n9)perspetive views. However the results of this paper show that the expeted value ofÆ is (n) sine the expeted number of families of lines tangent to three objets (re-lated to the 1-faes of the visibility omplex) is linear and the degree of eah family isbounded. It would thus be interesting to get a good bound on the expeted value of Æ2and Æ3 whih is related to bounding the expeted value of the square and the ube ofthe number of ombinatorially dierent visibility events. Note that the former wouldalso give the standard deviation of the expeted number of ombinatorially dierentvisibility events. Similar observations hold for the polyhedral ase.Appendix A. Volume of the intersetion of a 3D hippodrome with aball. Reall that U is a ball of radius R entered at O. Let Bi and Bl be two unit ballswhose enters pi and pl are in U , within distane 1 from its boundary, and distanex > 6 apart. Let titl be a line segment tangent to Bi and Bl at its endpoints. Thesetion is devoted to the proof of the following proposition whih leads diretly toLemma 3.12.Proposition A.1. For any 0 6 s 6 1 suh that segment titl is at distane lessthan R+1  s from O, the volume of H(ti; tl; 1)\ U is larger than 16p2 (x  5) sps.We proeed as follows. Let v be suh that the distane from O to the segment
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a0R+ 1   vR R  v v(b) v 2 [1; 2℄Fig. A.2. For the denition of a; a0; b; b0.titl is R+ 1  v, and let t be the point on segment titl losest to O (see Figure A.1).Assume without loss of generality that t is loser to ti than to tl. Let C (resp. D) bethe unit radius irle (resp. disk) entered at t in the plane, denoted P , ontainingthe vetors  !Ot and the ross produt of  !Ot and  !titl. Let  be the angle between theplane orthogonal to titl and P . We rst prove the following lemma.Lemma A.2. The volume of H(ti; tl; 1) \ U is greater than13 min2; vpvp2  minx  22 ; (x  2) os    1 :Proof. Let a denote the losest point on C from O, a0 the farthest point in D\Ufrom O, and b and b0 the two points of intersetion of C and the perpendiular bisetorof segment aa0 (see Figure A.2).The volume of H(ti; tl; 1) \ U is greater than the volume of the onvex hull ofa; b; a0; b0 and pl beause H(ti; tl; 1) \ U is onvex and ontains these ve points. Thevolume of this polyhedron is equal to one third of the area of its base, the quadrilateralwith verties a; b; a0; b0, times its height, the distane from pl to the plane P ontaining
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rst ompute a lower bound on the area of the quadrilateral with vertiesa; b; a0; b0. If v 6 2 (see Figure A.2 (a) and (b)), then the length of aa0 is equal to v,and a simple alulation gives that the length of bb0 is equal to 2qv   v24 > p2v. Thusthe area of the quadrilateral a; b; a0; b0 is greater than vpvp2 . If v > 2 (see Figure A.2()), then C is entirely ontained in U and the area of the quadrilateral a; b; a0; b0 isequal to 2. Thus, the area of the quadrilateral is at least min(2; vpvp2 ).
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AB pi
Fig. A.3. The height from pl to P is greater than jtitlj os    1.The volume of the polyhedron is thus greater than 13 min(2; vpvp2 ) times the dis-tane from pl to the plane P . We onsider two ases.First, suppose that t belongs to the interior of the segment titl (see Figure A.1(a)). Then, the height is equal to the distane from tl to t sine pl and a; b; a0; b0belong, respetively, to the two planes, orthogonal to titl and passing through tl andt, respetively. Sine ti and tl belong to Bi and Bl, they are at least distane x   2apart, thus t and tl are at least distane x 22 apart. Thus, the height from pl to P isat least x 22 .Seond, suppose that t = ti (see Figure A.1 (b)); t 6= tl sine we assumed thatt is loser to ti than to tl. Refer to Figure A.3. Let A and B be the orthogonalprojetions of pl and tl onto P , respetively. Note that the lengths of Apl and Btl arethe distanes from pl and tl to the plane P , respetively.Considering the triangle 4Apltl and that the distane between tl and pl is 1, weobtain that jAplj > jAtlj   jtlplj = jAtlj   1, where jabj denotes the length of segmentab. Sine A 2 P and the length of Btl is the distane from tl to the plane P , thelength of Atl is greater than that of Btl, thus jAplj > jBtlj   1.To bound the length of Btl, we now onsider the triangle4Btlt. The angle \Btltis the angle between the normal of the plane P and titl, that is, by denition, . Sothe length of Btl is the length of titl times os  and, sine jtitlj is at least x  2, jBtljis greater than (x  2) os . Thus the length of Apl is greater than (x  2) os    1.Hene the distane from pl to the plane P is greater than min(x 22 ; (x 2) os  1)and thus the volume of H(ti; tl; 1) \ U is greater than 13 min(2; vpvp2 )  min(x 22 ; (x  2) os    1).The following lemma bounds os .
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h that 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rst that this lemma is intuitively obvious. Indeed (see Figure A.1(b)), if x is suÆiently large and if ti is the losest point on segment titl to O, thenthe angle between the plane supporting C and the segment titl is neessarily lose to=2, whih implies that  is lose to 0. We now prove the lemma.Refer to Figure A.3 and onsider the triangle 4Otitl. Let jabj denote the lengthof segment ab. Then the law of osines yieldsjOtlj2 = jOtij2 + jtitlj2   2  jOtij  jtitlj  os(2 + )= jOtij2 + jtitlj2 + 2  jOtij  jtitlj  sin whih gives that sin  = jOtlj2   jOtij2   jtitlj22  jOtij  jtitlj :The enters pi and pl of balls Bi and Bl are distane x > 6 apart and at distane lessthan 1 from the boundary of U , so jtitlj > 4, jOtij > R  2 and jOtlj 6 R+1. Henesin  6 (R+ 1)2   (R  2)2   422  (R   2)  4 6 6(R  2)8(R  2) = 34 :Using os  =p1  (sin )2 proves that os  > p74 .We an now onlude the proof of Proposition A.1. For any 0 6 s 6 1, ifsegment titl is at distane R + 1   v 6 R + 1   s from the enter of U , then v > s.By Lemma A.3, (x   2) os    1 > x 52 whih means that min(x 22 ; (x   2) os   1) > x 52 . Thus Lemma A.2 gives that the volume of H(ti; tl; 1) \ U is greater than16p2 (x   5) min(2p2; vpv) > 16p2 (x   5) min(2p2; sps) = 16p2 sps (x   5) sines 6 1. Hene the volume of H(ti; tl; 1) \ U is greater than 16p2 sps (x   5).Appendix B. Volume of K. Reall that U is a ball of radius R entered at Oand let pi and pl be two points in U within distane 1 of its boundary and distane xapart. Let y be a real number suh that 0 6 y < 1. Let F be the open ball with enterO and radius R + 1   y 23 and F its frontier. Let E be the part of H(pi; pl; 1) thatis outside F and K be the intersetion of U with the union of all unit balls entered
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tion is devoted to the proof of the followingproposition used in the proof of Lemma 3.15.Proposition B.1. The volume of K is bounded from above by 122 (x + 6) y.Lemma B.2. If z 2 U is at distane less than 1 from E, then z is at distane lessthan 1 from E \ F .Proof. Let z 2 U and w 2 E be two points at distane less than 1 and refer toFigure B.1. Let w0 be the point of intersetion of F and the ray from O through w.For any ball B entered in U , B n F lies in the one of enter O and base B \ F .Thus E = H(pi; pl; 1) nF lies in the one of enter O and base E \F . Hene the rayfrom O through w lies in this one and w0 2 E \F . On the other hand, jzw0j 6 jzwjsine z 2 F , w0 2 F and w lies outside F on the ray from O through w0. Thus, sinew0 2 E \ F and jzwj < 1 by hypothesis, the distane from z to E \ F is less than1. The above lemma implies that K is the intersetion of U with the union of allunit balls entered on E \ F . To bound the volume of K, we enlose E \ F in asubset of F that will be easier to deal with.Let B(p) denote the ball of unit radius entered at p. Let (p) be the point thatmaximizes (under inlusion) the intersetion F \ B(q) for all q on the ray from Othrough p. A simple omputation yields that the distane between (p) and O isRy =q(R+ 1  y 23 )2   1:Thus  is the orthogonal projetion onto the sphere entered at O of radius Ry. Nowlet 0(p) be the point that maximizes (under inlusion) the intersetion F \B(q) forall q on the radius of U through p (that is the part inside U of the ray from O throughp). Similarly, 0 is the orthogonal projetion onto the sphere entered at O of radiusR0 = min(R;Ry):Let G be the union of the spherial aps F \ B(0(p)) for all p on the segmentfrom pi to pl (see Figure B.2). Let H denote the points of U at distane less than orequal to 1 from G (see Figure B.3).Lemma B.3. K  H.Proof. E\F is the union of F\B(p) for all p on the segment pipl. Furthermore,for any suh p, F \ B(p)  F \ B(0(p)) by denition of 0 sine p 2 U . ThusE \ F is ontained in G.By Lemma B.2, K is the intersetion of U with the union of all unit balls enteredon E \ F . Thus K is ontained in H , the union of all unit balls entered in G.PSfrag repla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ontaining O, pi and pl (see Figures B.3 and B.4).PSfrag repla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Fig. B.4. Setion of H by a plane  interseting segment pipl at p.Lemma B.4. The area of  \H is less than 12 y.Proof. The setion of G by a plane  is a irular ar on F . If  intersetsthe segment pipl, let p denote the point of intersetion, then the irular ar is theintersetion of F and the disk B(0(p))\ (refer to Figures B.2 and B.4). Otherwise,the irular ar is the intersetion of F and the disk B(0(pi)) \ or B(0(pl)) \(see Figure B.2). The disk has radius 1 in the former ase and radius less than one inthe latter ase. In both ases the enter of the disk is at distane R0 from O. Thus thelength of the irular ar G\ is maximal if and only if  intersets the segment pipl.Thus the area of \H is maximal if and only if  intersets the segment pipl. Henewe an assume that  is suh a plane. Let p denote its intersetion with segment pipl.Let a and b denote the endpoints of G \ and refer to Figure B.4. Points a andb are the intersetion of F and the irle in  of radius 1 entered at 0(p). Thelines (Oa) and (Ob) split  \ H into three parts, a left, a entral and a right part.Symmetries with respet to the lines (Oa) and (Ob) send the left and right parts intothe entral one. Hene, the area of \H is bounded by 3 times the area of its entralpart. This part is delimited by the two rays from O through a and b, and the twoirles in  with enter O and radii R and R  y 23 . So, if  denotes the length of theirular ar ab, the area A of the entral part isA = 2(R+ 1  y 23 )  (R2   (R   y 23 )2) =  2Ry 23   y 432(R+ 1  y 23 ) 6  y 23 :
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Fig. B.5. The length of the irular ars ab.We now bound the length  of the ar ab. We hoose an orthonormal frame(0(p); X; Y ) in  suh that O has oordinates (0; R0) (see Figure B.4). Reall thata is one of the intersetion points of the irle entered at 0(p) of radius 1 and theirle entered at O of radius R + 1   y 23 . A simple omputation yields that theoordinates (Xa; Ya) of a are equal toYa = (R + 1  y 23 )2   1 R022R0 ; jXaj =p1  Y 2a :If R0 = R, thenYa = y 43 + 2R  2Ry 23   2y 232R = 1  y 23 (1 + 2  y 232R ) > 1  2y 23whih implies that jXaj 6q1  (1  2y 23 )2 =q4y 23   4y 43 6 2y 13 :Now if R0 6= R, then (R + 1  y 23 )2   1 6 R2 by denition. Expanding this inequalityyields y 43 + 2R  2Ry 23   2y 23 6 0;y 23 > y 43 + 2R2(R+ 1) > RR+ 1 > 12 :Thus q2y 23 > 1 and sine jXaj =p1  Y 2a 6 1 we get jXaj 6 p2y 13 . Hene, in bothases, jXaj 6 2y 13 :Thus the length of the irular ar ab is (see Figure B.5) = (R + 1  y 23 )  2 arsin jXajR+ 1  y 23  6 (R+ 1  y 23 )  2 arsin 2y 13R+ 1  y 23 ! :
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 6 (R+ 1  y 23 )  2 2y 13R+ 1  y 23 = 4 y 13 :Sine the area A of the middle part is less than or equal to y 23 ,A 6 4 y 13 y 23 = 4 y:This implies that the area of  \H is less than or equal to 12 y.Lemma B.5. The volume of H is bounded from above by 122 (x+ 6) y.Proof. We express the volume of H by an integral using spherial oordinates(r; ; ) in an orthogonal frame (O; ~X; ~Y ; ~Z) suh that the plane (O; ~X; ~Y ) ontainspi and pl (see Figure B.3). A plane  = onstant ontains the ~Z-axis and thus is aplane . Let 1H(r; ; ) denote the indiator funtion of H ; 1H(r; ; ) is equal to 1if the point of oordinates (r; ; ) belongs to H and to 0 otherwise. ThenVolume of H = Z Zr Z 1H(r; ; )  r2 sin dr d d:Sine H is inside U , r  1H(r; ; ) 6 R  1H(r; ; ). Moreover sin 6 1, thusVolume of H 6 R Z Z Zr 1H(r; ; )  r dr d d:The double integral in parentheses is equal to the area of the setion of H by a plane :  = onstant. By Lemma B.4, this area is less than 12 y, whih is independentof . Moreover the area is equal to 0 when  does not interset H . Let  denotethe angle between the two extreme planes  that interset H . Thus we haveVolume of H 6 R  12 y :We now bound . Refer to Figure B.6. Let i and l be the two extremeplanes that interset H . Let ui and ul be the two points of intersetion of H withi and l , respetively; ui and ul lie on U . Let oi and ol be the two points in G
32 DEVILLERS, DUJMOVIC, EVERETT, GOAOC, LAZARD, NA, PETITJEANat distane 1 from ui and ul, respetively. 0(pi) and 0(pl) are at distane 1 from oiand ol, respetively.The angle between the two extreme planes i and l is, as before, = 2arsin juiulj=2R 6 2 juiulj=2R =  juiuljR :Now we bound juiulj by the length of the polygonal line shown in Figure B.6.juiulj 6 juioij+ joi0(pi)j+ j0(pi)pij+ jpiplj+ jpl0(pl)j+ j0(pl)olj+ jolulj= 1 + 1 + j0(pi)pij+ x+ jpl0(pl)j+ 1+ 1:We show that j0(pi)pij and jpl0(pl)j are less than 1. 0(pi) is inside U at distaneless than 1 from F whih lies outside U . Thus 0(pi) is inside U at distane less than1 from its frontier. Point pi is also inside U at distane less than 1 from its frontier.Sine pi and 0(pi) are on the same ray starting from O, they are at distane less than1 apart. Similarly for 0(pl) and pl. Hene 6  juiuljR 6 x+ 6R :Therefore Volume of H 6 R  12 y  6 122 y (x + 6):Proposition B.1 follows from Lemmas B.3 and B.5.Appendix C. Volume of the intersetion of two spherial shells. Weprove in this setion the following proposition used in the proof of Lemma 3.17.Proposition C.1. Let R > 0, x 2 [6; 2R℄, y 2 [0; 1℄ and p be a point at distaneR y from O. The volume of the intersetion of the region in between the two spheresentered at p and of radii x and x + dx, and the region in between the two spheresentered at O and of radii R and R   y (see Figure C.1) is bounded from above by8 x y dx.Proof. Dene the balls B1 with enter O and radius R, B2 with enter O andradius R  y, B3 with enter p and radius x and nally B4 with enter p and radiusx+ dx. Let V denote the intersetion of (B1 nB2) and (B4 nB3). We prove that thevolume of V is less than 8 x y dx.Sine dx is innitesimally small, the volume of V is Adx where A is the area ofthe intersetion of the sphere B3 with B1 nB2.Let (p;X; Y; Z) be an orthogonal referene frame whose enter is p and whose X-axis is oriented along  !Op (see Figure C.1). Notie that all spheres are entered on thataxis. Let C1 (resp. C2; C3) denote the irle that is the boundary of the intersetionof B1 (resp. B2; B3) and the plane (p;X; Y ) in whih Figure C.1 is drawn. Theequations of these irles are, in the frame (p;X; Y ),C1 : (X +R  y)2 + Y 2 = R2;C2 : (X +R  y)2 + Y 2 = (R   y)2;C3 : X2 + Y 2 = x2:Sine C3 is entered at a point on C2 and has radius x > 6 > 1 > y, C3 intersetsor enloses C1 and C2. In fat, C3 intersets or enloses C1 and C2 in one of the threefollowing ways.
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A V
VAFig. C.1. For the proof of Proposition C.1.Case 1: If 6 6 x 6 2R  2y then C3 intersets both C1 and C2 (see Figure C.1 (a)).Case 2: If 2R 2y < x 6 2R y then C3 intersets C1 and enloses C2 (see Figure C.1(b)).Case 3: If 2R   y < x then C3 enloses both C1 and C2. In that ase, V is emptyand the volume is 0.In the rst ase, let X1 (resp. X2) be the abissa of the points of intersetion ofirles C1 (resp. C2) and C3. Note that X1 > X2 and their values an be omputeddiretly from the equations of the irles C1; C2 and C3:X1 = R2   x2   (R   y)22R  2y ; X2 =  x22R  2y :Using the fat that y 6 x 6 2R  2y we getX1  X2 = y(2R  y)2R  2y = y1 + y2R  2y 6 2y; X1  X2 = 2x2   y(2R  y)2R  2y 6 2x x2R  2y 6 2x:We now bound from above the area A of the surfae B3 \ (B1 nB2) by the areaof a larger surfae whih depends on the sign of X1. If X1 > 0, the surfae onsists ofa ylinder of axis the X-axis, of radius x and height X1 X2, and of two annuli in theplanes X = X1 and X = X2, of inner radius px2  X21 and px2  X22 , respetively,and outer radius x (see Figure C.2 (a)). If X1 6 0, the surfae onsists of a ylinderof axis the X-axis, of radius px2  X21 and height X1 X2, and of an annulus in theplane X = X2, of inner radiuspx2  X22 and outer radiuspx2  X21 (see Figure C.2(b)). In both ases that surfae is larger than B3 \ (B1 nB2) by onvexity.If X1 > 0, the area of the ylinder is 2x(X1  X2) 6 4xy and the area of theannuli are x2   (x2  X2i ) = X2i , i = 1; 2. Sine X1 > 0, X1 6 y 6 x and thusX21 6 xy. We also have from the expression of X1 that R2 x2  (R  y)2 > 0 andthus x2 6 y(2R  y). ThusX22 =  x22R  2y x22R  2y 6 x x2R  2y y 2R  y2R  2y = xy x2R  2y 1 + y2R  2y :
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(b)(a) Fig. C.2. For the proof of Proposition C.1, ase 1.It thus follows from y 6 x 6 2R  2y that X22 6 2xy. Hene A 6 7xy.If X1 6 0, the area of the ylinder is 2px2  X21 (X1  X2) 6 2x(2y) and thearea of the annulus is (x2  X21 )   (x2  X22 ) = (X1  X2)( X2  X1) 6 4xy.Thus A 6 8xy.Consider now the seond ase 2R   2y < x 6 2R   y (see Figure C.1 (b)). Fora xed value of y, A is the area of a spherial ap whose perimeter and urvaturedereases as x inreases. Thus A is a dereasing funtion of x. Sine the boundA 6 8xy is valid for x = 2R  2y and 8xy is an inreasing funtion of x, A 6 8xyfor any x > 2R  2y.A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